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A Progressive Era'

'Setting The Pace In
43rd Year

Keene Oratorical Finals
Scheduled For Wednesday

Eastern Hosts First
Annual Reading Clinic
Eastern will host the First Annual Reading Clinic to be held
Saturday, January 29 through
Monday, January 31. The three
day workshop will be sponsored
by the School of Education.
The woncsnop will place Its
emphasize on methods, material
and organization of reading programs for the culturally deprived.
, The three day reading wark>
■hop will feature group and individual participation in the
practical application of methods,
materials, and techniques far
the teaching of reading.
The program of activities wil' •
begin with registration and a
coffee hour at 9 a.m. in the lobby of the Bert Combs Building.
At 10 am President Martin and
Dean Dlxon Barr will give the
welcome addresses in the Perrell Room. Following the welcome addresses at 10:30 a.m.,
Robert L. Byrne, Director of the
Reading Clinic will outline the
organization. At 10:30 Fred P.
Williams, Director, Title I, E8EA, will address the audience
on Federal Aid Under Title I
and Promising Reading Programs in Kentucky School Systems.
Discussions Held In Comb*
Participants will go through
the cafeteria line and Join the
group in the Blue Room at 11:45
for lunch.
Starting at 1:80 p.m. to 8:30
p.m. the participants will break
up Into their respective group,
A B C or D, for discussions
which will all be in the Bert
Combs Building.
In order to provide small group
contacts and as many direct
experiences as possible, the participants will be divided into
four groups.
Group A — Primary
grade
teachers, grades K-3

and Selection of Students for
Special Reading Programs n
room 409.
Group C under the direction of.
Mabel Jennings, Assistant Professor of Education here. Room
418, will outline Organlzation.Admtnist ation,
and
Grouping
Plans for'Special Reading Programs.
Group D, with Imogene Ramsey, Instructor of Education here
will discuss Correcting Specific
Difficulties In Comprehension,
Study Skills and Reading in the
Content Areas in room 427.
Dr. Stratemeyer Featured
On Sunday. January 30. 12:80
to 2 p.m. lunch will served in the
Student Union Cafeteria and
Florence 8tratemeyer, Distinguished Professor of Education
here will lead Reading-An Intef;ral Part of the Total Curricuum following the lunch period.
At 2 to 4:80 p.m. the groups
will form again in their same
rooms for further discussions.
From 6 to 8:30 p.m., the groups
will reform with Group A discussing Comprehension in room
227, Group B, Word recognition
in room 428, Group C, Appraisal,
room 409, and Group D, Organization.
Monday, January 81, 9 to 10
a.m., Groups A and B will take
part In demonstrations at the
Model Laboratory School. Group
C will take part in an Audio
Visual Workshop on New Media.
Group D will discuss Federal
Programs for Public Schools
with John Rowlett, Dean, School
of Technology in room 411.
Harris Leads Audio-Visual Panel
From 10:20 to 11:80 a.m.,
Group A under James Harris,
Director, Division of Instruction
Service here; will lead an AudioVisual Workshop on New.Media
room 488. Group B with Betty

teac

School Libraries,
Developing interest in Reading
.teachers, grades 7- in room 435. Group C, will see
adult
f
■■■<
demonstrations in. the Model
Group D — Elementary and
Continued on page Six
secondary administrators and
supervisors . '■'.' .'ti . .
Group A will,. feature Ethel
gams, Assistant Professor of Education here In room 423 speaking on Correcting Specific Weaknesses in Word Recognition.
Group B will find Robert Byrne, director of the clinic dls
cussing Appraisel, Evaluation,

Group
«y-;

Organ Recital
P*-

eduled
The third m a series of six
organ concerts at Eastern is
scnedulc^ ~- .._»una*y at 4
p.m. In Hiram Brock Auditorium. Clyde Holloway of Indiana
University will be the performer.
Hollaway, assistant professor
of music at Indiana, studied
with Mildred Andrews at the
University of Oklahoma. After
receiving both the bachelor and
master of music degrees from
the University of Oklahoma, he
was the recipient of the American Guild of Musical Artists'
Award for outstanding performance and was granted a Fullbright Scholarship to attend the
Amsterdan Conservatory In the
Netherlands. He studied organ,
harpsichord, and chamber music there with Gustav Leonhardt.
The 40-rand Holtkamp organ,
designed for Eastern's Hiram
Brock Auditorium, was dedicated Nov. 7, 1966, in an initial
concert by Arthur Pointer of
Syracuse University. The organ
consists of more than 2,106 individual pipes.
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Choral
Workshop
Scheduled

The Central Kentucky Region
al Choral Workshop, spohored
by the Kentucky Music Educators Association, will be held on
campus this weekend.
The Workshop which consists
of high school students from
the central Kentucky "i.T "JV
feature the top five or ten stu-~
dents In choral and band from
each of these schools.
.The seventy-five students will
arrive at Eastern next Friday
afternoon at 4. Later in the evening they will begin rehearsal
which'will continue through Saturday. The climax of the workshop will come Saturday night
when the students will present
a concert at 7:80 in Hiram Brock
Auditorium. . .
The coordinator for the band
students will be Mr. Daniel Ever
ltne. Band Director for Madison
High School. Coordinator for the
choral group will be Mr. James
Dunlop, Tates Creek High 8chool
band director.
Band conductor for the Saturday night concert will be' Henry Romersa, conductor of the
Peabody and Vanderbllt bands.
Dr. Andrew Brokema, head of
the Music- Department,, will' be
the conductor for the choral.

Exam Schedule
Classes meeting at the periods listed below will have the
final examination at the time Indicated opposite the class
period.
8:00-10:00 a.m. Mon., Jan. 24
"A classes (8:00-9:0O-MW)
8:00-10:00 a.m. Wed., Jan. 26
"B" classes (9:10-lO:10-MW)
1:00-3:00 p.m. Mon., Jan. 24
"C" classes (10:20-11:20-MW)
1:00-3:00 p.m. Wed., Jan. 26
"D" clssaes (11:30-12:S0-MW)
10:15-12:15 p.m. Mon., Jan. 24
«F" classes (12:40-l:4frJMW)
10:15-12:15 psn. Wed.-, Jan. 26
"O" classes (l:50-2:5O-MW)
3:15-6:15 p.m. Mon., Jan. 24
"H" classes (3:00-4:00-MW)
3:15-5:15 p.m. Wed., Jan. 26
-3" classes <4:10-5:10-MW)
8:00-10:00 a.m. Tues., Jan. 25
"M" classes (8:00-9:0O-TT)
8:00-10:00 a.m Thurs., Jan. 27
"O" classes (9:10-10:00-TT)
1:00-3:00 p.m. Tues., Jan. 25
"P" classes (10:20-11:20-TT)
1:00*3:00 pjn. Thurs., Jan. 27
'«•' classes (11:30-12:30-TT)
10:15-12:15 p4». Tues., Jan. 26
"S" classes (12:40-l:4O-TT)
10:15-12:15 pjn. Thurs., Jan. 27
•T" classes < 1:50-2:50-TT)
3:15-5:15 pan. Tues.% Jan. 25
"U" classes (3:O0-4:0O-TT)
3:15-5:16 p.m. Thurs., Jan. 27
-W" classes (4:10-5:10-TT)
Last regularly scheduled class
TO," and K2" (Sat. classes)
meeting.
6:00 p.m. Mon., Jan. 24
"El" classes (6:00 p.m. Mon.)
6:00 p.m. Wed., Jan. 26
"El" classes 6:00 pjn. Wed.)
6:00 pan. Tueac, Jan. 25
"E3" classes 8:00 p.m. Tues.)
"El" classes (6:00 p.m. Thurs.) 6:00 pjn. Thurs., Jan. 27
• Special arrangements will he made for the final examinations
of classes "E2" and "E4."
NOTE: Classes using a double letter will have the final examination at the time designated for the first letter.
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Four Eastern coeds won the
finalists' positions of the keene
Oratorical Contest in the semifinals yesterday.
The winning speakers and
their speeches are: Linda Ward,
"The Death of Chivalry;" Misha Williams, "Who Speaks for
Youth?"; Ann Shelby Mitchell,
"Backbone of America"; and
Connie Gullette, "Being a Sweet
'Tater".
In the semi-finals, the speakers- were divided into • two.

groups. Mrs. Aimee Alexander
judged .the first group which
had four speakers. The second
group, consisting of three speakers, was judged by Mr. Joe John
son.
The other speakers and speeches • in the semi-finals were
Candy Sandstorm, "Kuies in the
Dormitories"; Cookie Fletcher,
'••The World I Face"; and Kathy
DoJarnette, "Stop, Think, and
Thank."

Clay, Palmer Halls Open
For Spring Semester
-

>

Spring semester will see the Board since 1962.
-The construction of these two
opening, of two dorms. The latest additions to Eastern's grow- dorms marks continued growth
th are the soaring skyscrapers on Eastern's campus. Since 1960,
Finalists in the upcoming Keene Oratorical
finals held Yesterday from a field of seven.
Sidney Clay Hall and Palmer nine new halls have been comContest Are Misha Williams, Ann Mitchell,
The final contest wi", take place Wednesday
pleted.
Hall.
Connie Gullette, and Linda Ward. These
In the freshman assembly, Brock AudiPlans for dedication have not
Sidney
Clay
Hall,
named
to
four contestants were chosen In the semi. torium. ..
honor Eastern regent and Louis- yet been announced.
ville banker Sidney W. Clay, will
be 11 stories high and fully airconditioned, housing 420 woman.
It will contain a cafeteria,' a
large lounge and reception center, and an outdoor patio area.
Clay Trimmed In Walnut
The interior of Sidney Clay
The Legislative Research. Com
Hall is trimmed in walnut panelmission has suggested that tuiing with broad areas of glass,
tion for out-of-state students at
adding spaciousness.
state-supported ■ colleges "might
Eastern's
debate
team
sides
of
the
question,
Eastern's
The individual rooms are deMerit a raise."
one of the twenty-seven different vanity team consisted of Char- signed for occupancy by two
The" present out-of-state tui- teams, which'participated in last les Greenwell, Jim Cottrell and
girls. Each room contains spacition at Eastern is 8200.'
Misha WilUams and Linda
week-end's debate tournament Brent Cornelius. Losing only to
Jt. there .is an Increase It will at Ball State University; Ball teams who later went on to win ous Walk-in closets, a wash ba- Ward; Eastern seniors, will apmake Kentucky's '• out-of-state State was the overall winner -9t the tournament, Eastern placed sin and adequate storage facilities.' The furniture and cabinets pear this Sunday from 1:36 to2
tuition higher than Illinois, New the tournament
second only to Ball State, in this are designed in walnut veneer. _ ».», an radio station WLW'S
Jersey, J4«w look, and Tiirtis
flWfcani'a ovesaiT varsity re"A good view is afforded from '^Caftega^Conference'' progranf,
M« but still lower than Indiana
oerd was six wins and four losEastern was tne only schoor each room because of the overand Pennsylvania.
Cincinnati.
ses. The overall novice record to win two debating awards in sized windows.
...
The LRC, la a staff memonuv was five Wins and five losses. varsity debate. Brent Cornelius V'
The primarv topic for discusMen's
I>orm
Opens
Soon
dum which was distributed to
The novice team was made up won Superior Debater Award,sion was: "Should Colleges and
The
second
dorm
to
be
openthe 1966 General Assembly, said of Misha Williams, Dennis Bur-, and Jim Cottrell won Excellent'
ed next semester will be Palmer .Universities Include More Libethe University of Kentucky char- rows, Nancy Evans and Carolyn Debater Award.
Hall, an eight story, fully air- ral Arts Courses in the More
ges, reasonable rates to out-of- Webster.
"I am extremely gratified
skyscraper for men. Technical and Sppeclalised Curstate students.
They faced the teams of Ball with the records of the teams conditioned
riculums?" The secondary topic
It will house 800 students. ,
The memorandum also showed State, Michigan, Indiana State,
this particular tournament
Hall has been named was: "Should Students Who
that 9,241 of the 39,008 students Wayne State, and Oshkosh. The since Eastern was meeting com toPalmer
honor Wilson Palmer of Cyn- Want to Specialize Attend a Voenrolled In Kentucky schools losses in every case were by one petition not encountered before thiana.
Mr. Palmer, state sena- cational or Two-Year Communiwere out-of-staters,' a percentage or two points.
this tournament," stated Mrs. tor, has been on the Eastern ty, College t"
Debating both pro and con Aimee Alexander, debate coach.
of 28.7.
Murray and Morehead are reported to have enrollments comprised of one-third out-of-state
students.

Keene Oratorical Finalists

Tuition Boost
Suggested

Debaters Fare Well

Two Seniors

At Ball State Tourney

Take Part

In Discussion

Athletic Director Announces ..

State Trooper
Exam Scheduled

j*r

"An examination for the position of State Trooper has been
scheduled by the Kentucky State
Police.
it will be given at 8 a.m. Saturday Jan. 15 at the Kentucky
State Police Bureau of Personnel, is the New State Office
Building, Frahkfort. The examination is the last to be scheduled prior to the beginning of a
training school for recruits In
Biid-^ebruary.'
The 8tate Police list these
qualifications for trooper candidates:
1. United 8tates citizenship.
2. Residency in the state of
Kentucky.
8. Minimum age 21 to maximum age 30.
4. Minimum height of 5 ft.
tH in. and minimum weight of
lBOlbs.
5 Graduation
from
high
school or possession of an equivalent education. Veterans who
have completed satisfactorily at
least- two years of high school
and have successfully passed the
General Educational Development Test may qualify. ..
.
Applicants must also, pass physical, physical agility and character examinations and have a
valid Kentucky operator's license. .
Interested persons should apply, at. the post headquarters
nearest their home.

Bulletin Board
The Progress Is now offering a special service to students. A bulletin board will
appear eacn week ottering
lost and found items, a list
of people offering services
such as typing, baby sitting
rides and other similar services.
There will be no charge for
this special service to students.
/
Articles for the Bulletin
Board may be turned In to
the Progress office, room 8,
Roark Building.

-

Earliest Rush Ever On Tickets For Event Here
"The earliest rush on tickets
ever experienced for an athletic event here." Eastern athletic director Glenn ^n»«««-«said of the unprecedented uemand for tickets to Saturday
night's vEastern-W e s t e r n
basketball showdown.
Presnell said that the last of.
the regular reserved seats were
sold out last Monday — nearly
two weeks hefore the date of'
the renewal of the famous athletic rivalry. Additional sections .hf.ve been reserved, but
he cautioned that they pro-,
bably will not last long this
week.
He reported that orders for
blocks of 6, 8 and 10 tickets
ere coming In from throughout
Kentucky and neighboring
states and ..suggested that fancr
order their tickets early. A
few standing-room tickets may
be placed on sale Saturday
afternoon at the Alumni Oo'iseum ticket window, he saM.
Record Crowd Expected
Eastern pfflctals are 'anticipating a record crowd of about
8,000. The front-running and
defeifl njr .Ohio. Valley Conference champion Maroons ami
the league favorite and nationally-ranked HlUtoppers- square
off at 8 'o'clock in the OVC's
"Game of, the Year."
The j two teams met in the.
championship game of the OVC
holiday tournament In Louisville. Western finishing strong
in the second half to win it
83-67. The 'Toppers, 2-0 in
league play and 11-1 overall.
will enter, the game as a solid
favorite over. Eastern, which is
3^0 in' the con?ertace and 8-4
overall.
The Baby Maroons of Coach
Jack Adams and the Tennessee
Vol Freshman-meet In a 5:4*
rim. preliminary contest,
Pronel! said that the ticket
office will be open every day
from 8-12 and 1-4 p.m. H«
cautioned, however, that no
general admission ticket* will
be sold during the week.
Presnell stated that all students planning to see the Eastern-Western game, should claim"
their seats no later than 7 p.m.
After this time general admission and standing room only
tickets in these sections will be

The winner of the Keene Oratorical, wnich carries a cash
prize, will go to the Kentucky
Intercollegate Oratorical contest
which will be held at Kentucky
Wesylean College.
The finalists will deliver the
same speeches with whatever
changes they may have Chosen
to make. Judges for the finals
have not yet been announced.
The contest is directed by Mr.
Michael Weatheriy of the Speech
Department.
The Weaver Oratorical contest for men students will be held
In March. Applications can be
obtained from Mr. John WeMen,
director of the Weaver Oratorical, in room 106, Cammack
Building.

Maslowski
Presents
Audubon Lecture
"Waterway Wildlife," a film
on conservation, was presented
and narrated Wednesday evening by Karl H. Maslowski in
Brock Auditorium.'
Maslowsklt is an outstanding
naturalist and a nature photgrapher. A native of Cincinnati,
he has been connected wjth the
Ohio Division of Conservation,
University of Cincinnati, and
the Cincinnati Art Museum. He
also has a weekly column: tat a
Cincinnati newspaper. WaJA Disney employed Majlowakft talents'in Disney's "Trtsf te life"
series.
Maslowski stressed the import
anco of water oonserraOan to

normal course of a day, sm man
could survive on 6 pints." The
color film showed examples of
how wildlife and man share and
are served by water. Maslowski
concluded the lecture with this
verse from Kings of the'Bible,
"Thus sayeth the Lord, 1 have
healed these waters!"
Maslowski spoke at an Audubon lecture here last year. Due
to warm response given him,
he was brought back this year.
Maslowski was the second speaker in a series of Audubon Wildlife films sponsored by the Eastern Biology department and the
National Audubon Society. The
Audubon series is for adults who
are Interested in conservation
of wildlife and in nature.
The next lectures will be given
on February 7 and March ■ 24.
Tickets for the lectures may be
purchased at the door.

Recreation Leaders
Attend Conference

Eastern To Meet Western In Annual Clash
Defending.. OVC champions. Eastern will
meet this years favored Western Hilltopper's
in the annual arch-rivalry, in Alumni Coilscum tomorrow night. Eastern was beaten
by Western 83-67 in the finals of the OVC

tournament in Louisville, held during the
Christmas vacation., Tickets for the clash
are still, on sale at the athletic ticket office
in Alumni Coliseum. Standing room ducats
will go on sale at the gate.

Nine recreation leaders from
central Kentucky were guests
guests of Eastern yesterday at a
recreation conference, Dr. Fred
E. Darling, professor of health
and physical education.
The college Is consulting experts. Dr. Darling said, in drawing up two new curriculums,
both designed "to fill a vacuum
created by a shortage of leadership In the recreation profession."
The College's planning committee has designed two curriculums: a two-year Associate of
Science degree in Reccreation Leadership, geared toward training technicians; and a
tour-year Bachelor of Science
degree In Program Administration, designed to prepare higher
level leadership..
In his Invitation to recreation
leaders, who will meet ' here
Thursday beginning at noon,
Darling Says. "You will be asked
to review the curriculums and
give us .the benefit of your knowledge concerning courses needed to develop competencies in
recreation leaders."
Attending the conference as
Eastern's guests will be: Charles
Bratcher. • recreation director.
Eastern State Hospital,. Lexington; Gary Farley, recreation director, Kentucky State Hospital,
Danville: Charles Gridley, LB,
M. Corp., Lexington; Charles
Vettlner, director,
Jeffersoa
County recreation, Jeffersontown.
John Gettler, director of recreation, and parks, Lexington;
Don King, executive of the Blue
Grass Council for Boy Scouts,
Lexington; Ben Duff. Greater
Lexington YMCA, Lexington;
Charles Spears, Director of Operations. Department of State
Parks, Frankfort; and Julian
Walker, director of recreation.
Department of State Parka,
Frankfort.
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Where Is The Rivalry?

Maroons Need Support. Not Hindrance
Will the referees be greeted by
booing fans finding fault with every
call? Will the teams be distracted
by riotous cheers and mounting insults? Wilt they be interrupted by
objects thrown to the floor? Will
the visiting fans meet with jeers escaping from the Eastern fans? We
hope not!
Spectator support, appreciaron and enthusiasm are some of the
major ingredients in any athletic
event.
Qur team needs your support.
They nave played some great basketball so far this season, and show no
signs of subsiding. With student
supcort they can continue to play
good ball, they need attendance at
tne games, they need cheers the*
will Qlt tha ceiling. Thay need unending enthusiasm at all times.
They do not need hindrance.
We hope that a display of good
sportsmanship from tha spectators
will accompany that expected on the
floor.

ways prove to be good as both
teams battle it out playing basketball as the game was meant to be
played. The rivalry is good here as
both Eastern and Western fight to
see who gets the upper hand.
AH advtance indications suggest,
that Alumni Coliseum will see its
largest crowd ever for this athlefic
event. Anxious spectators are expected to be fairly evenly distributed
on both sides of the court.
When the teams take to the
floor and the starting line-up for
both teams is Introduced, the enthusiastic crowd should produce the
loudest noise ever heard in the coliseum. A noise that will raise the
roof.
This is where the rivalry of the
fans begins.
We trust that, the game will exhibit the height in athletic competition and sportsmanship.
But wiH the crowd react to the
gam* with the same air ol courtesy
that will be expected on the floor?

TQhfORRQW NJGHT an expected
record-breaking crowd will again see
the Eastern Maroons clash with the
Western Hilltoppers in the OVC
battle of the year.
The Maroons and the Hintoppers are, as almost everyone knows,
traditional rivals on the courts.
But is the greatest rivalry between the teams or the fans?
The Maroons return tomorrow
night from a successful road campaign. It is without much reservation that we soy they are ready to
meet &9 challenge with determination and desire to win. It is without
much reservation that we say Western U ers© ready to meet this competition with an equal amount of desire and determination. The games
between Eastern and Western al-

LETTERS TO
THE EDITOR

THE GAME OF THE YEAR!
—

Pay Raise At Expense Of Education
(EDITOR'S NOTE: The
eoitcricn appeared in Wednesday s
Richmond Daly Register. Footing
that the topic of this editorial b
quite pertineat to tha Eastern coftege
community, we have repriated the
editorial in its eirtiriry.)

(EDITOR'S NOTE: Elizabeth Skaggs. wfcote
picture appeared ta the **>S7«"? donattn*
Mood a*3*g«lie Viet Nw Wood ***,!•ceivcr- the lolkwinr card during ..Chstatinaa
Dear Bllsabeth,
Your picture was In a batch of newspaper
clippings sent to me recently. We just finished
an eleven day operation south of Da Nang ana
blood was needed very badly.
It seems as if our very vocal collegiate
protectors contrive to steal most of the statewide news. Sometimes a reminder Uiat there
are people like you—not only giving; us moral
s-jpport, but actually willing to help however
the? can—is very welcome indeed. Hope
you'll excuse the homemade card, such things
being Wd to come by here. In any case, it
couldn't possibly wish you a more sincerely
felt Merry Christmas.
cpl. Glenn Roberts USMC
To the Editor,
Today I heard a sad story. Tea, I know
what yo» are thinking—what day goes by
that we don't hear one or two. Fortunately,
these stories are usually happening to other
people, outside at the cozy, secure circle of
collage life. The girl involved isn't a part of

Reduce the money appropriated
for higher education and increase
the money allocated for teachers'
salaries in the common schools.
Tha* Is the ebsurd proposal advocated by some members of the
General Assembly and many teeeihers.
The budget biH presented to the I
legislature by Governor Breathitt
provides for a $400 increase per
teacher in the Minimum Foundation
Fund from which is allocated the
money which the state contributes
to tha school districts for support of
pubf'c schools. Teachers would 9e+
a $200 a year increase each of the
two years.
The Kentucky Education Association is insisting that the increase
should; be $900 in the next two
years. This would require an estimated $23 million increase m the

her fiajicee "has been reported missing from aw
tton in Viet Nam.
Somehow, even though I don't know the
girl Involved, my heart goes out to tow. because my fiancee has volunteered for acUve
duty in the same vicinity. Yes, I am proud
that tie wants to do bis part in preserving
freedom, but that doesn't keep me from dreading his possible assignment to Saigon or Vist
Nam,
,_
There is an ugly war going on over there
—and if our country's men are willing t» face
this ugliness, even to the extent of giving
their, ltves—then It's time we borrow some of
their courage and begin telling ourselves and
each other, that "Bummer will he home again
—perhaps before next year."
Kathleen

L.. J~-A

TUi* ——-—■ ikv m*k tnmilakla

jT£w^Wa#e b2aaV

'•^ »WJllrw v(ci^p^flM> •"^i •►•rW^*^
ItTl#$ &•*« wX^NrHWwWlBw^ #W^ WWW
I iiMsHsWAit.il tlmfa MKAMMMI I

ay **e fjpvetnejtv ***■* *re*' enwae
far eduaatsM of, 00 ewon.. lew ii a**
i*crenee of t?.« perceet or $»W
nsiflne eie*e than lee (••wet *f*
year WKHV\ ft wee poteWo aae ay
Commissioner ef rVaaw M* ioy-

ner ai the hearing on the budget
bill.
Of the increased sum 44 percent, or $48.3 mirhbn goes to Increase the foundation program. The
state colleges and universities are in
tho budget to get 43.3 percent of the
increase which amounts to $44.7
million .with 13.1 percent for other
educational east such as operating
the State Department of Education.
The loeal support for public
schools has been declining. It has
dropped from 60 percent he 30 percent in the last 10 -years Commissioner Joyner pointed out.
Madison County is a typical example. Last year tho tate contributed $885,61 1.66 to the financing qf the county schools as contrasted with $381,825.04 which was
raised by locally paid taxes.
The common schools are a joint
responsibility of the state and the
local school districts. The state
collages and UK are dependent upon
the state for financing plus such
federal support as may be available.
It ft estimated that enrollment
in the public schools will increase by
three percent during the biennium
is every indication rW
enrollment will increase
) percent in the two year period.
„„ school graduates in greatly inejSOaW number* are going to college, which is mast fortunate in that
H *•*«<** the state with trained
leadership for the future.
The public school teachers know
this better than the average citizen.
Eastern enrollment has been rncreasfef at a higher average rate than
some al the ether colleges. The

amount of money included in the
budget bill for Eastern that is before
the legislature is 25 percent less
than what was. asked for. The University of Kentucky's appropriation
is 10 percent less than requested.
Should money be diverted from
the colleges so as to increase salaries
of common school teachers, the colleges would be seriously crippled.
The old cliche of robbing Peter to
pay Paul is applicable in an exaggerated degree.
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'Summer Is Gone'
(EDITOR'S NOTE: The following
poem by Kofehy Holhs, a junior from
Kettcring, Ohio, Was written in honor
of MM American frjhtew bt Sourn
Viet Nam, and ail who may see service there.)
By KATHY HOU1S
Summer is apne, you know—
Some say the fall leaves covered it,
But I say the soldiers took it to War
To keep +hem d*y in the wet trenches,
To help them s.tay sane during the
rounds.
"^
Sunvnar is gone, you know—
Wives and lovers mail ft to Viet
Nam.
Where soldiers read of warm sunshine and
Wade through wet rice while dreaming of
PriRJsiag. fee cream cones and sandy
beaches
That don't smell of death and the dying.
StiAnjnfli»"«, g/>n«. yo» to*0*—
Countries have forgotten their, childhood summer game*;
Now *h>y would rather play those
Grownup games of guns and greedioe»s,
,Ihae_^eush*»ebe»i^
**ens
And almost forget there is a Summertime.
Summer is gone, you know—
But we hopeful ones think it wi| be
Nome again—perhaps before nert
year;
Which might be too late for some
Who wanted to take Summer to War
To keep their boots dry.

Water Crisis In Kentucky?
t

11

Demand For Water Satisfied Through Phnni^
Kentucky can satisfy the necessity and demand for water only
through proper planning and management of the supply at its disposal.
This point is stated in a magazine-form report released today by
the State Department of Natural Resources.
Entitled "Water Crisis in Kentucky?," the report attempts to "piepoint Kentucky's deficiencies I'm
water resources planning), place in
Eroper perspective our basic pcefems. and set forth possible sohiWens on which to build a firm foundatia* in the immediate and longrenga fllturt."
Natural Resources Commissioner
J. O. MetUck and his staff have proposed water resources rae^ektsa* far

1
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"estabKshement of a wortfhg relatiorrhip between Federal, State
etd local agencies for finding mefhods of deatwig v.with water problems
before, and as thev arise."
Tha potential water-shortage
problem in Kentucky is illustrated

seriousness of a prolonged water Matlick and his department calls for
shortage by citing the experiences of the creation of a Water Resources
Hcmingsburg during a seyan-raonth Authority. It would set up some of
drought from mid 1963 until January the machinery necessary to help
1964. Some of the damage* suf- communities deal with their water
problems.
fered, the report states, included:
The report was edited by Paul
* A $27,000 trucking bill for
water hauled in from Maysville, 18 R. Jordan end Paul Campfin and prepared by them in conjunction with
miles away*
1
* The loss of about 60 jobs and Mathck a*d State Flood Control and
a section of as automobile trim Water Resources Department Direcmanufacturing plant that moved Its tor Steve Wakefield.
Copies will be moiled to memanodyzing operations to Arkansas.'
* Drastic resttrictioe* imposed bers, of ffce-fcajdature, city and cognon water us.* for rngsjt qf the «e*ee- t> gsveramant officials, various news
media, water and sewage plants
month period,
•ussellville and Pinevme have throughout the state and agriculture
wndergooa similar experiences m re- end conservation groups. A limited
number of copies are available to
cent reonths> the report rmtee.
the
general public.
Tha
legislation
proposed]
by
The report further pinpoints the

waeeiceJIy in the report in a section
eV*MbM| the demands made on
»oWr basins within the state.
The city al Lexington now uses
tkjree to four *ia»es more gallons of
wain* djatty from the Kentucky River
sketieg tee sunsmer months than was
4* ovoange dash/ flow of the river
djMWeWe summer months of the
Itn dj-augbt, the report states.
A oaaiion of the report tracing
tha history of droughts in Kentucky
notes that "in the past 35 years Kentucky has experienced floods and
droughts of notabla magnitude perhaps ecjtpting. fny similar events experienced in the prufous 100 years
or mgrsV*
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To Kappa Pi

Freshmen Class Officers
The freshmen class officers are left to
right: jiancy Smart, student council representative; -Ban Morgan, vice-president;
rttt *We-weH, "secretary; Sandy Hancock,

treasurer; Flem Gordon, student council
representative, and Nancy Ashford, reporter.
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fltTNDAY JANUARY 18
"4:00 p.m.
Organ Recital—Mr. Clyde Holli
Edward Bryant, currently em
Indiana University
Brook Auditorium
the statf of the Art Department
mmmmH Mm
5.30 p.m.
Styisropal Canterbury Club Episcopal Church
dance sponsor VMS dance will
at the University of Kentucky
By NANCY MMB,
6:00 p.n.
Westminster Fellowship Presbyterian Church
tafee place early next semester
as Visiting Assistant Professor,
6:00 p.m.
'C.S.F.
- .
Clmiatiaa Church
The next meeting will he held
will speak to the Kappa f»i Out),
MONDAY.
JANUARY
17
on January 30. Election of ■Of■A Elects Officer*
Eastern's Art Club. The topic
4:00
p.m.
WR.A.
Weaver Gym
Industrial Arts Ch* elect - ficers »er Hie <comtng year will
for oration will be Mew Values edWie
5:00 pjn.
Wesley Foundation Methodist Student Center
new officers this 'week. Ser- be elected. Ml members are
in
Contemporary
Sculpture ving the new term as president urged to attend and cast their
5:80 p.m
Junior Class Meeting
Ferrell Room
Tuesday, Jan. 18 In the Cam- Is Harold Raajel.
6:30 p.m.
B.S.U. Vespers
Baptist Btwfent Center
vote lor the new leaders.
mack Building, room 204 at 7:S0
6:30
p
m.
Wasirfngton
County
Cluh
University
104
Others elector! are Alan Frankp.m.
.\ Woe presidents Jhn Helm, -se6:30 p/fli.
Y.MC.X.
University 103
7:00 pm
Cadticeus Club
Science 310
Bryant, a painter, writer, cu- cretary ; Ralph Estes, tmunrrer;
7 00 p.m
Behavioral Science Symposium
Roark 6
rator and teacher, comes from and don Cook, public relation*
8:00 p.m.
Basketball—Eastern and Murray
New York City, where, from eWioer.
Alumni Coliseum
1961 until last September, M
A Haaer demonstration present8 30 p.m.
Brockton Council
University 103
was Associate Curator of the <efl By the Bell Telephone -Com9:00 p.m
Ihter-Dorm Council
Case Conference Room
Whitney Museum of Amerloan pany was also observed at the
Knppa Delta Tau Dance Following Game
Art. Mr. Bryant, tam In lionotr, meeting
Burnam Recreation Room
| North Carolina In 1938, «va*aatTUESDAY JANUARY 18
cd in 1980 from the UnltmaHy
fj|iu»wui Vlotaty tor
Weaver GyWt
4:10 p.m.
W.R.A.
' of North Carolina, inhere toe aftsc
Eastern 4-H In-Service Club
5:00 p.m.
| received an M.A aaffree *n <aM*
University 103
Jean Ridnour, PR sponsor,
i He studiei In ttary uneer * JP«*
6:18 p.m.
Student Council
Grise Room
bright Oman hi X9S4-RS, ami was was ■selected Firm Regimental
6:00 p.m.
P.EM.M.
Weaver 204
willi the BrooMyn MMMI « Sponsor Of the Pershtng RAW
6:00 p.m.
Church of Christ Devotions
University 201
at Hie regional assembly held;
a museum training
6:80 p.m.
B.'fe.U. Vespers
Baptist Student Center
in Dayton.
19S7-S8.
6:30 p.m.
College Council of UN
Combs 219
Mass RidnonT is serving lief
He returned to Italy *n
«:W) p.m
Photo Club
Science 115
first year as sponsor of Easter*
68 to study contemporary
7:00 p.m.
Kappa Delta Tau
University 106
ings, and at that time eelected ■PR's, Ompawy R-l. fci winritsa;
7.13 pm.
Mask) County Club
University 103
an exhibition tor the Amerloan the regional ■competition, her op10:00
p.m.
Men's
Inter-Dorm
Council
Federation of Ants. Worn MfeV ponents inclosed PR sponsors.
Combs
Hall
Recreation
Room
•1 he was General Curator of from such schools as UK, Uni-°|
WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 19
verarty
of
Cincinnati,
*and
Daythe Wadsworth Atheneum W
Assembly— Keene Oratorical Contest
10:20 a.m.
ton TJntversWy. There were »-,
Hartford, Conn.
Brock Auditorium
total
of
twenty
girls
in
the
conW.RA.
Weaver Gym
Bryant has written articles
4:10 j>m.
test.
and has organized important exKymn Club
University 164
6:00 p.m.
hibitions on various aspects of
Fayette County Club
University 104
6:00 p.m.
Vlcki Reedy—Circle K
s^HHMseiic Boe^ewy ■*© MBW
Y.W.CA.
Fltnpatriek TBWfc.
20th-century art. His monograph
6:00 p.m.
Sweetheart
Wesley
Foundation
Methodist
Student
Center
on Jack Tworkov was published
Stamp collectors at Eastern
6:15 p.m.
B.S.U. Vespers
Baptist Student Center
Miss Vioki Lynn Reedy was
in 1964 by Frederick A. Praeger, are hrefted to attend a meeting
6:30 pm.
Drum and Sandal
Dance Studio
Inc.
7:30 p.m.
of the Henry Clay Philatelic So- chosen Circle K Sweetheart for
Burnam, Case, McGregor House Councils
Along with his colleagues at ciety Monday, at the Kentucky the month of January. Vickl is
10:00 p.m.
Conference Rooms
the Whitney Museum, Mr. Bry- Utilities Building near the Post a sophomore elementary educa• v
ant organized and selected, a* Office in downtown Richmond. tion major and is a brown-eyed THURSDAY, JANUARY 20
mong other outstanding exhibit- The meeting will be held at 7:80 brunette. She Is a member of
4:10 em.
W.RA.
.
*??"***£ a?S
5:30 p.m.
Appalachian Volunteers
University 101
ions, the last four Annual Exhi- p.m. and will consist chiefly of the SNEA and is from Irvine.
6:00 p.m.
Kappa Kappa Sigma
Coliseum KatateefcHD.
bitions and "Young Amerioa * trading session. Faculty or1 She graduated from Irvine High
Newman Club
University 104
8:30 p.m.
1966."
students who might have phil- School.
Circle K
Umlverstty 108
6:30 pjn.
An article by him on contem- atelic Items to
trade or sell
Lutheran Student Group
TJlirvisrsUty »»
8:00 p.m.
porary American sculpture ap- should bring them along.
9i?ma Chi Delta
Pearl Buchanan Theater
Math Clap Hears
9:30 p.m.
pears in the current issue of
The Henry Clay Philatelic SoMr. Bothenbaoh
SATURDAY, JANUARY 22
"Art In America." He was re- ciety normally meets In LexingOntral Kentucky All-Regional Band
Polymathologist, the math
cently Invited to be a member ton, but occasionally in other
and Choral Workshop
Brock Audltariwn
of the jury making recommend- Central Kentucky oitles. This 18 cluh, played host to speaker, Mr.
8:00 p.m.
Concert: Peter, Paul and Mary
-■
__
ations to Brandels University the first meeting in Richmond Rofhenbach, data processing inAlumni OeMseam
for its 1966 Creative ArM Awart id several years. For further structor, Tuesday night.
in Sculpture.
j information, interested persons
Mr. Rothenbach discussed the
Bryant is listed in Who's Who might contact Dr. Darnell Sal- role of computers and the difin America, Who's Who in the yer of the Chemistry Depart- ferent languages of them, lie
Bast, and Contemporary Au- ment, phone 623-7B11 or. In the explained how these machines
thors.
evenings, Mr. Calvin Frederick, can break down oompMcated
mathematical problems into
at 628-2955.
simpler forms.
K YMA Selects New Actives
"KEEPSAKE",
The following pledges were
RICHMOND, Ky. {
announced as KYMA Club act241 W. MAW ST.
COLLEGE STUDENTS
"ARTCARVED"
ives. They have successfully
"ORANGE
completed the requirements of
Undergraduate
an active: Diane Adklna, Cinda
BLOSSOM"
Graduate, Part-time
Baacom, Irene Fir, Don Blair,
—DIAMONDS—
Sandy Blaser, Barbara aQjija,
Phyllis Brewer, Janet Cardin,
Less than Reeular
Represent Time lite, on camTerry Cottengin, Susan' Cohen, pus. Sell TIME, LIFE and
Sandi Cooksey, Wanda Cox, Gin- SPORTS ILLUSTRATED
at
Price at:
ger Deeb, Janet Derick, Susan special student rates.
Barn
Feltex, and Shirley Fill*.
liberal commissions; no paperSue Holbrook, Sharon Kalh, work or billing. Interested?
RICHMOND'S ONLY
Karel) Kornhoff, Linda Lane, Write today: Tune Bio. College
RSMTxawrerice, Dave fcehman, Bureawj TIME & UW Bids;,
DISCOUNT- JEWELRY
Sharon Moore, Sue Pollet, Lar- Rockefeller Center, New York,
ry Powers, Lynn Pugh, Steve N.Y. 10020
rf?
Relifusa, Jo Anne Renfroe, George Rogers, Cheryl Rolett, Rita
Skinner, Linda Slone, Sandy
Striker, Carol Sullivan, Janet
Terry. Betty Trosper, and Steve
Engraving FREE
Wright.
l - - -*

CONGRATUATIONS TO A PROGRESSIVE EASTERN!

Eld B. and Ruth H. Baker Realty Co.
'The Reliable Real Estate Co.
•

Serving a Growing Richmond'

Eastern Shopping Plaza
• Baker Heights Subdivision
• Greenway Heights Subdivision

518 Baker Ct.

623-2922

jett & Hall has just received 200
pairs of new Penney Loafers from
Oldmaine Brothers which is exclusively ours. It has the leather sole and
leather heel and the ever-populer boy
toe. You don't have to wait any longer for Penney Loafers and they're
at only 12.95L .
v

^1

affroi

— ■ —

Every day as you eat In
Restaurant... you have a chance
of eating a free meal . . • if tne
Golden Fork is in your napkin.

Shop The

Newman CMb Holds Election
The guest speaker at the last
meeting was Mr. Phillip Brooks,
profesor of English at Eastern.
His talk was enjoyed by all mem
bers present. Plans were discussed for tne annual Mardl Gras

While You Wait!

UEARANCE
•/MLL.

AtLMDSE.ftEDtJCED
Credit for No
Extra Charge!
SERVICES OFFERED
srrTTM". j»«*FroStSwur 00 uaUj «"«i» »•.
students and teachers, evenings
and weekends. Phone 628-2869
BABY

Clip this advwHMnwnt and Mum K
with ybor cheek or mon«y order 10?
TW a
CM n«~r

an •*»» **-*•*
at, M*~. M—. oaiw

JlHCOWOSATSD
Q

^200*& 214 West Main Street
Richmond, Kentuclcy

—

IDEAL
RESTAURANT

—

4)C£Q

- .-^-

ICESSLER'S

LADIES!

V

-...—

1 YEAR $12

D «

Q COLLEGE STUOENT
□ FACULTY MEMBER*

"

LOOT AND FOUND
LOST: White gold Waltnam
watch on track during 6th period
P.E. olass. If found return to
Jo Ann Renfroe 261 Case Hall.
Reward offered.

'cfyjvugk
MAD MAD WHIRL TO LONDON and PARIs"vla PAN AM
IT COULD BE YOU ...&&& 7*K T *****
Jet Clipper on a 10-day Dream Ti-ip fcr two. *
ADDITIONAL PRIZES

• Membership hi the NOT HCU*0*» ttUB, Pm

\ •actoshM ch* for lad/ himliii. ''inaiwwmia Qt*e o< fceee mtmkmi ¥My *»+* *.**»*-j
\ Nothnsg to be*, write or liutut Jeet* eat the *e» enttp their end dne KJj
in the eatay box. COME Of AMD 888 BOW
Janeary M, 1966 eatd k aobjaato
AlTOihkhwh«t»MfteLJilhieiipr4.ai«*> »*p«*4tot»fcbu»oe. \
Vicky Vaughn London- and T^kvto»»wJ noBeeHaa. K»* *•>• is simply
wo^i»o«Kierf^Glvej«oorlileaa*Wa»»«l*a*iil iaahliiBN 7*- »«•
mi am mm hen -Vi PMaafj

For

■p—-
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PROGRESS

Maroons Look For Upset
Over Highly Touted Western

ON

SPORTS

The day of reckoning in the
Ohio Valley Conference comes
Saturday when defending
champion Eastern and loop
favorite Western clash head-on
in an Alumni Coliseum showdown.
The arch-rivals, who staged
a two-team battle for the halo
last season, set atop the league
standings after the first two
weeks
of
conference play.
Eastern 3-0, Western 2-0, and
each needs a win to maintain
early dominance.
In a previous meeting, the
HUltoppers beat the Maroons
83-67 in the finals of the OVC
tournament In Louisville,
breaking up a close game In
the final ten minutes. Last
season In
the
tournament
Western won 82-73, but lost to
the Maroons 95-70 at Bowling
Green and 80-€9 In Richmond.
Eastern hasn't been overly
impressive in its three loop
starts, sputtering over Morehead 74-64, outscoring Austin
Peay 101-96, and downing Middle Tennessee 98-80, but, Coach

NEWLOOK PRESENTED
When the Eastern Maroons take the floor tomorrow night
against Western they will present a new-look to the Alumni
Coliseum tans. In an attempt to get more scoring punch into
the lineup, Coach Jim Baechtold replaced hustling Doug Clemmons w.th Fred Johnson at guard, and got spectacular results
from hU guard play on-the Tennessee Jaunt last w-evend.
With Johnson in the lineup with Bill Walton at Austin Peay the guards combined for
the most backcourt points for the Maroons
this season, 39. with Johnson getting 22 and
Walton at 17. They Improved again at Middle,
with the guards accounting for .47 points, 34
by Walton, 13 by Johnson.
While Clemmons was an asset to the
Maroons (and still is) with his hard-nosed deTense, leadership, and rebounding he just
wasn't making the scoreboard click. Playing 336 minutes and
44 seconds In 11 of 12 Eastern games, Cremmons scored 59
points for a 5.4 point per game average. Johnson, playing only
132 minutes, 33 seconds, and seeing only spotty, action before
last weekend, has scored 62 points in eight games for a 7.8
average. In all three games in which Johnson has played over
16 minutes,. William, and Mary, Austin Peay. and Middle, he
has' scored in double figures.
Although he Aid not start against Western in the Ohio
Valley Conference tournament, the HUltoppers will remember
hhn for the way he came off the bench and fired in three
straight' 25-footers In the closing minutes.
■

m MEETING BETWEEN EASTERN-WESTERN

Tomorrow night will mark the 101 meeting between the
two rivals. Western holds a commanding lead in the series by
winning 71 of the contests. In the last seven years the two
teams have split each winning eight
Although Western defeated Eastern In the finals of the
OVC tourney by 16 points, this game will not be taken lightly
by the once defeated •Toppers. J-<u»t year the HUltoppers beat
the Maroons by nine points in the holiday classic, but Eastern
came back to win both regular season games.
The Maroons will also entertain Murray this Monday night
in the coliseum. This will be a must game for both teams, as
Murray has lost two conference tilts and must win to stay in
contention.
EAST TENNESSEE NAMES NEW HEAD GRID COACH
After a delay of 51 days East Tennessee State University
has a new football coach.
John Robert Bell, offensive line coach at Georgia Tech, was
named head coach at ETSU Saturday.
Bell will assume his duties Feb. 1, Pres. Dossett said.
•A. native of Kingsport, Bell is a former Dobyns-Bennett
High; of Kingsport star. He played collegiate football at
Georgia. Teh as a tackle and center, finishing in 1946 after a
three-year hitch in the Navy.
Bell went from Tech to Cedartown, Ga., High, and later
to Americas, Ga., High before returning to Tech in 1954 as
freshman coach and chief recruiter.
He left Tech in 1957 to become head coach and athletic
director at Southwestern Louisiana Institute, returning to
Coach Bobby Dodd's. staff in 1968, Where he has bean ever

Matmen Suffer
Track Team In Miami
The Maroon tracksters started the season
early and made a tremendous show of
strength in the -Orange Bowl track meet
I'hey took three firsts and three other
places in the meet Participating In the

Intramural Schedule

Braves—Hotdogs
Clouds—Miners
Celtics—Old Timers
All Stars—Wash. C. C.
Circle K—Dales Rails
Faculty—Downtowners
O. G.—Hedonist
PEMM—Patroits
Off Campus—Sigma Chi Delta
Flashers—Titans
1NTRAMURALS
Panthew—Hornets
^^^^^
Intramural basketball program which consists of .60 teams Zarelch_*|jOT
is made up of 5 leagues. The leaders of each league is as
follows: League 1, Bulldogs and Bearcats; League 2, Blazers
and Nuts; League 3, PEMM and Famous Five; League 4, Hot
Dogs, Miners, and Yanks; and League 5, All Stars and
Panthers.

TIME
6:00
6;00
6:00
6:00
7:00
7:00
7:00
7:00
8:00
8:00
8:00
8:00

Tennessee Road Trip
Proves Scoring Power

EXCLUSIVELY ON •Warner Brothers Record*

SATURDAY. JAN. 22 — 8:30 pm
Eastern Ky State College Colliseum,
Richmond, Ky.
Prices: 12.50, 13,50. All seats reserved.

TICKETS NOW ON SALE
Cashier, Administration Bldg.

Campus Book Store

The Eastern grapplers suffered their first defeat in three
outings Saturday with a 29-8
loss to Morehead. Mike McClellan and Marty WllUgan were
the only Maroons to come out
victorious. McClellan won by a
decision and WllUgan by a pin.
The Maroon loss can partly
be attributed to the loss of Henry Bivens. The team was notified of his loss on Thursday.
This meant that a replacement
was needed in his weight devislon. Randy Byrd, who usually
wrestles In the 160 lb. division,
had to go down to the 152 lb.
class, taking Bivens place. Joe
Eastern took three firsts. In- Howard usually the 167 lb. man,
cluding one by an unattached moved down to take
Byrd's
runner, and three other places place in the 160 lb. class. Larry
in the Orange Bowl track meet House took over the 1671b. division. This forced Byrd and
Saturday In Miami Fla.
Howard to lose eight lbs. each.
Scores were not computed on Coach Harper believes that this
a team basis at the meet, re- might have affected their performance against Morehead.
ported Coach Connan Smith, but.
The Maroons hope to bounce
Eastern would have fared favor- back when travel to Hanover
ably If squad totals had been College of Indiana on Jan. 20.
compiled.
Taking first places In the meet
were:
Kenth Andersson in the mile,
4:10.
The two mile relay team 'Andersson, Bill Swanson Ron Benson, and Earl Jordan), 7:42.
Wllbert Davis, who completed
unattached, in the polevault,
14-7.
Davis also took second in the
SIX EXQUISITE STYLES
open Jump, Grant Colehour took
third in the two-mile run, and
Herman Carter finished fourth
STthe 100-yard dash.
Andersson, Colehour, and Car1*4 WB8T MAIN
ter are freshmen. Swanson and
DIAL CM-tMS
Jordan, sophomores, Davis is a
Junior, and Benson a senior.

Maroons Take

Monday, January 17

COURT
TEAMS
<
X
Butchers—Hornets
2
Beaver' Corps—Huns
8 .
Goldfingera—Adams
4
Barbarians—Tackett
1
69'ers—Bulldogs
X
Warhawks—Raiders
S
Hillbillies—Morgans
4
Royals—Jfcste
1
Beavers—Bhoeman's 5
2
Ring Dang Doors—Fitzpatrick
8
J. R.—Pockers
4
Romans—Stephens
Tuesday, January 18

First Defeat

meet were Wllbert Davis, Earl Jordan,
Grant Colebour, Ron Benson, Kenth Anderson, Herman Carter, BUI Swanson and Jan
Halth.

Jim Baechtold feels the first John Carr, 8.6, Jerry Bisbey,
three games provided the an- 8.0, Johnson, 7.8, Dick Clark,
swer to one of his most press- 6.2, and Clemmons, 5.4, give
ing problems—s e o r i n g at the attack balance and doubleguard.
figure scoring from an five
Replacing hustling, but low- floor positions.
Bodkin is also the leading
scoring Doug Clemmons with
Fred Johnson before the Ten- rebounder with 104 saves jar
nessee trip in order to get more, game, Carr next with 7.1, then
Sunch Into the lineup worked"Btsbay with 6.6.
Strongest statistical suit Of
stter
than
Baechtold had
the Maroons is team shooting.
hoped.
■*£%:W*a though one starter, BlaJohnson scored. 22
bey, is hitting below 46.0 at
Johnson pumped in 22 points «.-3r the team field goal paragainst Austin Peay iri. his centage is' 48.2 through 12
first start, while Bill Walton, games. Smith leads Easts rn
the other Maroon guard, wsis 'and. the
OVC
with 61-5,
scoring 17. And, against Midr followed by Carr, 55.6, Johnson.
die Tennessee, Walton fired in 52.fi, Bodkin, 50.2, Clark, 48.9,
34 and Johnson got 13, the best and Walton, 46.5.
scoring from Maroon guards
Western Is led by Clem Hesthis season.
kir* with a 23.0 point average,
other, two-digit
Improved guard play, cou- and' three
pled -with the 23.8 'point-pe^ *»»*». m Steve CiunrdMhara,
game average of Eddie Bodkin, 14.6, Dwight Smith, 16.2, and
the OVC's leading scorer, has Wayne Chapman, 12.2.
Tickets for the clash are *tsV
made the Maroons a better
team than the one Western on sale at the athletic ticket
office in Alumni Ot|IM*n|
beat in December.
Western romped over Ten- Standing room dneats will aw
nessee Tech by a surprising on sale at the gate.
Eastern's freshman squad,
120-92 in Its league opener, but
was not up to par in beating coached by Jack. Adams, will
East Tennessee 85-6S at Bowl- hoot the University of Tennessee yearlings , in a. 5:45 preing Green.
Following Bodkin in Eastern liminary to the 8' P-m. varsity
scoring statistics is Walton tipoff. '
Monday Eastern hosts Mx#wth a 16.0 average. No other
another
important
Maroons are In double figures, ray in
although Garfleld Smith, 9.8, league tilt.

Eastern 101 — Austin Peay 9« battled closely for the rest of the
Eddie Bodkin with 29 points game. The Maroons grabbed the
and Fred Johnson with 22 led lead for good at 81-79 on Walthe Maroons past Austin Peay, ton's Jumper with B:3S left. Aus101—98, for their second straight tin Peay drew within one several
conference win. The victory left times but was never again able
Eastern undefeated in OVC play to tie the score.
The Maroons once again showand tied with arch rival Western
for the league lead. The loss left ed good shooting from the field,
the Governors with a 3-3 work- connecting on S7.7 per cent of
sheet. Two.of these defeats have their shots. They also expericome at the hands of the Maro- enced a fine night at the free
ons, the first coming In the OVC throw line, making 23 of 1
charity tosses.
Holiday Tournament.
As in their first meeting with Eastern 98^-Mlddle Tetmesee 80
AHftern'MBEastern, the GoV«u.5ots cmji.-, , „_-_
ed a full court, zone press, in an roons romped over Middle Tennessee
98—80
at
Murfreesboro
effort to off-set the Maroon's
height advantage. But this time Tenn. Monday night. The win
Eastern was able to beat the was the third conference victory
press for easy lay-ups, especial- in as many league starts for the
defending O.V.C. champions.
ly in the second half.
Besides Bodkin and Johnson, Coach Jim Baechtold's charges
Dick (.lurk It, BUI Walton with have won four In a row and
17 and John Carr with 11 were stand 8-4 for the season.
Bill Walton was the big gun
In dooMe figures for Eastern.
Johnson and Bodkin were also in the Eastern offense. The 6-1
the leading Maroon reboundero senior guard enjoyed the finest
scoring night of his college cawith S grabs each.
In the early stages of the reer as he hit on 15 of 21 field
first half the game remained goal tries and four of four from
close, the score being tied 8 the free throw line for a game
times. The final deadlock of the high 34 points. Walton got a
first period coming with 14:20 big assist In the Maroon scoring
remaining at 16-16. From then column from all-Amerlcan canthe Governors began to pull out didate Eddie Bodkin who tossed
and they held a 60-42 lead at in 23 tallies and from Fred Jhonson who added 13.
intermission.
Bodkin also led both teams in
The Maroons fought back in
the second half and a tip In by rebounding with 12, Jerry BlsCarr with 11:10 remaining put by grabbed 11 and John Carr
Eastern on top for the first pulled down 9. Eastern out-retime at .JM&. JJie. two teams bounded the Blue Raiders by a
55-39 count.
But It was Eastern's red-hot
shooting that made the differ
ence. The Maroons connected
on 40 of 68 shots from the field
for a torrid 58.8 shooting percentage. Middle Tennessee was
not able to come close to the
Maroon's blistering pace. The
Raiders connected on 33 of 77
attempts for a percentage of 41.9
per cent.
^,
The leading scorers for the
Raiders were Bobby Gardner
with 27 and Jay Cole with 15.
Ed Cannon was the most effective raider on the
boards
grabbing 9 rebo(inds.
The game was close throughout the first half with the lead
changing hands 10 times. East
em went ahead to stay at 29-28
with 8:01 left In the first half
on a basket by Walton. The
first stanza ended with the Ma
roons ahead 38-83.
Eastern broke the game open
in the first five minutes of the
second half, outscoring Middle
Tennessee 18-4 to take a 17
point lead at 56-39 with 15:05
remaining. Throughout the remainder of the contest the Blue
Raiders were never able to get
closer than 9.

Bowling
REMINDER

Three Firsts

In Orange Bowl

ITS TIME TO START FORMING YOUR ROWLING TEAM FOR THE SECOND SEMESTER
INTRAMURAL ROWLING LEAGUES.

Men's & Women's Leagues
Monday thru Thursday, 4:30"PM
7*4 7fa« I Leagues
Begin Tuesday, Feb. 15fh.
CO-ED SIGNETS

McCORDS
JEWELRY

FOR COMPLETE DETAILS CALL:

Maroon Lanes
623 4236

Loafer.
THE CHEVROLET
WAY

It's oar Turbo-Jet 396: the V8 strong enough to ran your
Chevrolet and Ms automatic transmiaslon, power steering, air
conditioning, power windows, AM/FM Multiplex Stereo radio.
And more. Without ercn breathing bard.
Reason is, a Turbo-Jet V8 breathes deeper. Breathes freer, 7
Delivers more usable power whenever you need it—like
'
for safer passing. Works more efficiently. Where the smaller
engine hurries, a Turbo-Jet V8 just loafs along. You try it, y'
at your Chevrolet dealer's. And nowhere else.

We offer two Turbo-Jet 396 V8s for '66. You can order 825 hp in any Chevrolet; 325 or 360 hp In a
Chevelle SS 396. There's also a 427-cu.-in. Turbo-Jet (up to 425 hp) available in Chevrolet* and Corvettoa.

Caprice detent Ceeps ~
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Extension
Class
Organized
Dr. Clyde Orr, Dean of the
Graduate School, will meet with
the teachers of the Louisville
Area at the Durrett High School,
room 207, on Wednesday, Jan.
10, at 6 p.m. for the purpose
of organizing the Extension
Class, Education 515, Human Development and the Psychology
of Learning.
All persons interested in Extension work of any type are
urged to attend and to tell others
of this meeting.

«
>
^
►

Hanlon Awarded

V

U. K. Fellowship

Eastern Aids March Of Dimes
Jerry Blsby, senior basketball star from
Pittsburgh. Pa., makes his contribution to
the 1966 March of Dimes as the Campus
campaign chairman for the March, Peggy
Carter, senior from Versailles looks onw
fhe March will hold a door to door canvas

on Campus Wednesday night from • to 8.
In addition there will be buckets placed In
the concourse of the Coliseum to receive
donations during the Eastrn-Muiray game
Monday night.

"" 'v Any6 7r 12 Volt Auto ""
I SEALED BEAM HEADLIGHT
I
$1.39 with this Coupon.

I

Also STP.... $1.15 Per Can

J Western Auto

Behind the Courthouse
Richmond, - 62S-1804

I

I

I
I

Canfield Motors
OLDSMOBILE
,...

All Makes Serviced
Across From Krogers—Phone 623-4010

Wrinkle Resistant Fabrics
\ :

To be against progress would be like being against mothers
and bab'ea. And yet we have been conditioned by high pressure methods into oelieving that anything new is automatically
better and men as progress just because It is new. Progress
has to be, by definition, improvement — a step forward—not
necessarily novelty by itself.

Our suggestion Is this: Do not expect miracles—absolute
absence of all wrinkles on the wrinkle resistant fabric. Do
not expect this fabric to behave as if it had not been treated"—
it may give you a hafder wrinkle if you handle it Improperly.
You can, however, expect the maximum utility and beauty
from wrinkle resistant and any other kind of garment when
you have it cleaned by people who know and care.

Modern Dry Cleaners
& Laundry
220 E. Irvine

130 Big Hill Ave.

Gip Parice soys:
"2 great economy ears—Simca and VW—but
which gives you more?"

f/p%
J?- "~ -T~l]

l^m^

§-—Hf

SIMCA HAS:

More horsepower than VW. 88 mpg (based on recent proving
ground tests). Mora leg, hip, shoulder, and luggage space,
thanks to Simca's squared-off design. Two more doors for
easy Ins and oats. More value. Mora fun.

RICHMOND
MOTOR COMPANY

—

ROMAN IN THE GLOAMIN*
Now as the end of the first semester draws Mr, en« {act
emerges clearly: you are all going to fluak jut of school.
There are two things you can do about it. First, you ean
marry money. (I don't mean you marry the money it$eif; I
mean you marry a person who has money. Weddings between people and currency have not
the United States since the Smoot-Ha'
Stainless Steel Blades, on the other
are legal everywhere and are, indeed, used with m«g%
faction in all fifty states of the Unioa a
up Personna Stainless Steel Blades
sponsored by the makers of Personna
■ Steel Madee,
and they are inclined to get edgy if I
product. Some of them get edgy and
because Personna Blades come both m
Double Edge style.)
But I digress. I was saying you caa marry money but, of
course, you will not because you are a high-minded, deanliving, pure-hearted, freckle-faced American kid. Therefore,
to keep from flunking, you must try the second method:
you must team how to take lecture notes.
According to a recent survey, eleven cut of ton American
undergraduates do not know the proper way to take lecture
notes. Tp illustrate this appalling statistic, let us suppose
you are taking a course in history. Let us further suppose
the lecturer is lecturing on the ruling houses of England.
You listen intently. You write diligently in your notebook,
making n topic outline as you have been taught. Like this:
I. House of Plantagenet.
II. Howe of Lancaster.
IIL House of York.

Dial 62i-S441
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Cadets Of The Week Announced

SOUND
A GO GO
MOTOROLA
FOR CARS

I

NOW! ENDS SAT.

• Adds reflected sound
energy to music for a live,
vibrant sound.
• Attaches to any 12-volt
negative-ground car radio.
•Tr«l«»irkol»o4orom»

A (^isWiWkniM!*

•**"•

29.95
KIRK'S T. V. &
RADIO SERVICE
422 N. 2nd.
623-1540
FREE PARKING!
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Madison National Bank

Member F. D. I C.
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WATER STREET
.
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LANTER MOTOR CO.
218 WEST IRVINE STREET
Just Around the Corner from the Court House

Specialists in Motor Tune-Up,
Carbureator and Ignition Work,
Also Transmission and

:JK
oi)
Ai

■

ol

.«»

General Repair.
"The Small Shop with the Big Reputation"

Dial 623-4434
— ALSO! —

Campus Flick

Starts Wadansdey
"WHERE THE
SPIES ARE"
AND —
"ZEBRA IN THE
KITCHEN"

"OTHELLO"

. is

Visit
BURGER

HIRAM BROCK
AUDITORIUM
January 14, Friday
FLUFFY

BROIL

January 17, Monday
No Movie—Murray
Basketball Game
January 18. Tuesday
INVITATION TO A
GUNFIGHTER

Ki
or

—a*.

Joan Crawford
"I Sow Who* You Did"

COMING!
FEBRUARY 9- 10
Then yon stop. You put snide your pen. You blink back
n tear, for you .cannot go on. Oh, yes, you know very well
that the next ruling house is the House of Tudor. The trouble is you don't know the Roman numeral that comes after
IH.
It may, incidentally, be of some comfort to learn that
you are not the only people who don't know Reman numerals. The fact is, the Romans never knew them either. Oh, I
suppose they could tell you how much V or X were or like
that, but when it came to real angers like LXI or MMC,
they just flang away their styluses and went downtown to
have a hath or take in a circus or maybe stab Caesar a few
times.
Ton may wonder why Rome stuck with these ridiculous
numerals when the Arabs had such a nice, ample system.
Well, sir, the fact is that Emperor Vespasian tried like crazy
to buy the Arabic numerals from Suleiman The Magnificent,
but Suleiman wouldn't do business—not even when Vespasian raised his bid .to 106,060 gold piastres, plus he offered
to throw in the Colosseum, the Appian Way, and Technicolor.
So Rome stuck with Reman numerals—to its sorrow, as
It turned out One day in the Forum, Cicero and Pliny got
to arguing about how much is CDL times MVIX. Well, sir,
pretty soon everyone in town came around to join the hassle. In all the excitement, nobody remembered to lock the
north gate and—wham! before you could say an longa—hi
rushed the Goths, the Visigoths, and the Green Bay Packers!
Well, sir, that's the way the empire crumbles, and I digress. Let's get back to lecture notes. Let's also say a word
about Burma Shave*. Why? Because Burma Shave is made
by the makers of Personna Blades who, it will be recalled,
are the sponsors of this column. They are also the sponsors
of the ultimate in shaving luxury. First coat your kisser
with Burma Shave, regular or menthol—or, if you are the
devil-may-care sort, some of each. Then whisk off your stubble with an incredibly sharp, unbelievably durable Personna
Blade, Injector or Double Edge—remembering first to put
the blade in a razor. The result: facial felicity, cutaneous
sheer, epidermal elysium. Whether you shave every day,
every III days, or every VII, you'll always find Personna
and Burma Shave a winning combination.
• • •
oiwtMu rsaini
Peraonnam umo, Tom rVrsorusom amat, Dick Pertonnam
mmat, Hmrry Perionnam amat, quieue Per tomtom mmmut—
*4 «VMM« amabitit.
„
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Cadets of the Week

"■

. 9

W. Main St.
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(By tie author of "RaUytomi** «UfcB8*»r,
"DabwCmfHc}

Now it is true that wrinkle resistant fabrics are just thatresistant: to wrinkles. They do not eliminate them, or make
them d'sappear, they merely retard (or "resign") wrinkling.
They are not "wrinkle proof."
Therefor, also, by virtue of their having been treated to
resist wr.-Hiding, tney may actually, .permit more deeply set
wrUU- »--•*- —
" ~+ej pressed — «ttU. ^- --w.
heat, or pressure, or boffl. >

On-Campus interviews arc continuing in the Placement
Office and all graduating senior* should take advantage of
these opportunities to interview with numerous recruiters from
industry, business, and school systems throughout the United
States.
Bach person desiring to discuss employment opportunity
with the recruiters should come to "the Placement Office and
sign for a definite time to be interviewed.
TUESDAY. JANUARY 18
THE FAYETTE COUNTY SCHOOL CORPORATION,
ville, Ind. will interview candidates for teaching
in elementary education from 1 p.m. until 4 p.m.
WEDNESDAY, JANUARY If)
THE CLERMONT NORTHEASTERN SCHOOLS. Batavia,
Ohio needs several elementary teachers, a Jr. High Language Arts teacher, and a Jr. High science teacher, they
will interview from 9 a.m. until f p.m.
THURSDAY. JANUARY JO
THE BOARD OF EDUCATION OF PRINCE GEORGE'S
COUNTY. Upper Marlboro, Md. will interview interested
candidates in women's physical education, art. mathematics,
' foreign languages, business education, science. Industrial
arts, vocal musk, and all grade levels in etameatary education. They will be on campus from 10 a.m. until 4
a.m.
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 8
THE CECIL COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOLS, EiKton, Md. wlU
be on campus from t a.m. until noon to interview teachers
for their school.
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY »
THE UNITED STATES GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE.
Ctactonati, Ohio will be interviewing accounting majors
from t a.m. until 4 p.m.
FRI. AND SAT.. FS(B. It AND 12
THE OAK RIDGE SCHOOLS, Oak Ridge, Tenn. will interview
teachers at all levels of elementary and all subject areas
Chosen for Cadets of the Week honors at the separate
in secondary school. Tlsey are also to need of an elemenCorps Periods this past week were Vaughn Frey, Richard
tary principal. They will be here on Friday and until noon
Wells,
ills. and Donald "Lynn. The cadets were chosen from
on Saturday.
their respective companies for possessing the best military
MONDAY, FEBRUARY 14
"oearng. and knowledge from the field of candidates.
THE NtLES PUBLIC SCHOOLS, NHes. Mich, witl Interview
teachers for their school system from 9 a.m. until 12 noon.
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY IS
THE W. T. GRANT COMPANY wttl have a representative on
campus to interview all persons interested in a career with
their company.
Richard Wells, a freshman Cadet of the Week. His major is
from Sandy Hook, is represent- Pharmacy and his plans are to
ing D Company as Cadet of the be a pharmacist. His parents
Week. His major is Pre-Veteri- are Mr. and Mrs. Hurst Frey.
nary Medicine and his future
plans at present are to finish
college. He is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. L. B. Wells.
Company I's cadet of the
Week is Donald Lynn, a frestaraan from Bellevue, who is majoring in engineering. His plans
lor the future is to be a welding engineer. His parents are
Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert Lynn.
Vaughn Frey, a freshman
from Carlisle, is Company L

Vibrasonic*

'tftSS*

'■'.

*5».\.it»»»e-•.» nsmc -

Courtland Lee Hanlon, senior
chemistry major from Ghent,
has been awarded a graduate
fellowship in chemistry at the
University of Kentucky for the
1966-87 school year.
Hanlon will complete requirements for the bachelor of
science degree at Eastern during the spring semester, and
will study in the area of physical chemistry at the University.
He has been active in extracurricular activities at Eastern,
belonging to men's honoraries
KIE
and
OAKS, Pershing
Rifles, and the ACS Affiliate
Chemistry Club.
A 1961 graduate of Carrollton High School, Hanlon is the
son of Mr. and Mrs. CS. Hanlon of Ghent,

Placement Positions

The Home of the Famous 15c Hamburgers
and French Fries.
Shakes:

Vanilla • Strawberry • Chocolate

.

Broiling makes the difference.

mown.
«'/, miles North of
Richmond on U8 28.
Phone 623-S7M.

FRIDAY.
SATURDAY
"Young And
Willing"
WITH

Virginia Maskeli
AND

Paul Rogers
- Aiid-

"Bullet
For A
fadfttaiT

January 19, Wednesday
LILLIES OF THE HELD

Ky.

tic

West Main Street

=•*

January 20, Thursday
THE CASTILLIAN
January 21, friday
LOVE IS A BALL
Ticket Office Opens
7:00 P. M.
Storting Time 7:30 P.M.
One Shew Only
Admission 50c
Children under 12—25c

RICHMOND
Drive In Theatre
4 Miles Sooth on U. S. 25
BereaRosd - Phone 623-1718
IN CAB HEATERS

SAT. AND SUNDAY
Movie Starts 7:00 P.M.

ONE HR

CLEANERS

CORNER NORTH SECOND ft IRVINE ST.
RICHMOND. KENTUCKY
VERNON "PETE" NOLAND, MGR.

4

- SPECIALS!Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday
MEN'S OR LADIES'

SUITS

79c
LADIES' PLAIN

SKIRTS

39c

:,,

1

We Mothproof and Mildew-Proof
Everything We Dry

WITH

Audi© Murphy

BM'M ssjwB&ftacrssu atones

SPECIAL EVERY DAY!
SHIRTS LAUNDERED, 27c Ea.—4 FOR 98c

■
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Growing Richmond Community
Boasts Expanding Construction

Friday, January 14. 1966 Eastern Proqr«t»-Paqe

and are planning to open for pension and to the new interBy BILL RAKER
business within a month.
Progress Feature Editor
state highway system, 1-75.
Holiday Inn Opens Soon
A drive; along the section of
Farslghted businesses and inHoliday Inn will open 80 units
I-7S that passes through the outdustries seek out areas served
skirts of Richmond ta almost of housing with a service unit
like driving through Eastern's and a swimming pool the last by excellent and adequate trancampus. Every blink of the eye of February or early March. sportation and education facilireveals some new 'development The building design Is one that ties.
project or the site V a building Is revolutionary In the motel
Eastern and the surronding
world. It Is reportedly the first
presently under construction.
East of Lancasterevenue, two motel-hotel of its type in this Richmond area are bursting innew Industries nave.located with part of the country. Two ultra- to the spotlight aa they grow
In the last two years) The port- modern shopping centers are in and mature tdgether to furnish
er Manufacturing Company's the advanced stages. One, cover- to prospective Investors the
plant produces a large line of ing 11 acres of ground, will
gaskets and brake linings. Next house several national chain three closely related factors of
communications, transportation,
door to Porter is the building stores.
Tentative plans for this area and education.
housing the main offices and
Ideal Atmosphere Provided
warehouses for the chain of Bel- Include outlays for another hoTogether Eastern and Richley Drug Stores located through tel, a number of restaurants, and
mond are providing Ideal atmosa residential housing project.
out this section of Kentucky.
The advantages all of these phere and unlimited opportuniDirectly across 1-75 from the
college farm and greenhouse, things bring to the community ties for cultural and industrial
barracks for the Kentucky State are numerous. A large number expansion and development in
Police Post 7 are nearing com- of new Jobs will be created and this southern part of the Bluepletion and will soon be oc- will be open to both college stu- grass region.
dents and -local residents. The
cupied.
One local businessman remark
locations of the businesses are ed recently thai' "BHalHIT ' tti |
Faculty Housing In Use
A few houses in Vickers' Vil- such that they will be convenient very much responsible for the
lage, the new faculty housing to shoppers from all over tho rapid growth In the Richmond
development are now In use; and county. Revenue potential for vacinlty." The other side of the
several more units are either the community and local busi- coin says that Richmond fertibeing planned or presently under nessmen is as high as the ima- lies Eastern's development, too.
agination can make it.
construction.
Presdent Martin's "vision of
A virtual boom town Is beginProjects Tied To Eastern
greatness" has taken up the enThe tremendous building pro- tire community. As the college
ning to sprawl on the west side
-il Lancaster. Already in opera- jects recently finished or pre- and Richmond Join hands and
tion are Brewer's Phillip 66 and i sently underway In the Rich- push together, their giant stria Standard Oil service stqtion. mond locality are all lntegral- des of progress become even
A Convenient Food Mart and a I ly tied to Eastern's unmatched bigger.
Sun Oil station are underway growth and mushrooming ex-

Eastern Hosts

Sophomore Class Officers
The sophomore class officers from left to
risrht are- bottom row, Ubby ghultz, student
XcwSStaS^; Dartane Cash, secretary; and Becky Rader, reporter, top row,

Reading Clinic

Bill McDonnell, vice-president; Ken Spurlock_ treasurer; and Wayne Glass student
council representative. Not shown is Barry
Burkett, president.

(Continued Prom Page One)

LOUISE Shop

JANUARY CLEARANCE
FOR
EASTERN STUDENTS
heather cardigans
orig. 8.00

4.99

Vickers Lays Cornerstone
John L. Vickers, executive assistant to the president, lays
the cornerstone to Vickers Village, faculty housing: complex, as his wife Lois, and son, David, a freshman at Eastem, look on. Vickers Village la composed of 23-facuity
housing units, 15 of which war* new this fall.
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Mak* your trip to Europt p»y lor IHoH.

Richmond
1-HOUR
Pry Cleaners

PAYING JOBS
IN EUROPE

:

Luxembourg- 25000 Jobs (office, resort, farm,factory, etc.)
are available in Europe with
wages to 1400. Travel grants
are given to each applicant.
Send $2 (handling and airmail)
to Dept. T, American Student
Information Service, 22 Ave.
de la Libert*, Grand Duchy of
Luxembourg for a 36-page Illustrated booklet giving all
jobs and application forms.

See the world's only
fully automatic deaner!

tCtcixotux

-•

FEATURES:

One Hour
"Martinizing"
The MOST In
Dry Cleaning

Two Drive In
Windows
"No Parking Worries"

OtuKtMLuxcoar.

~<3>~

FACTORY-AUTHORIZED
SALES AND SERVICE

Three Hour Shirt
Laundry-"Anytime"

~(4)~
.
ELECTROLUI CORP.

Laboratory School. Group D,
under Dr. Arfille Wheeler, Professor of Education here, will
discuss Administrative Problems
of a Special Reading Program.
Lunch will follow from. 11:30 to
1 p.m.
At 1 to 3:30 p.m. Group A Will
discuss Organization in room 413
Group B will discuss Comprehension In room 437. Group C
will deliberate on Word Recognition in room 428, while Group
D will discuss Appraisal in room
409.
Dinner will be served at 8:30
to 6:30 pm, followed by exhibits,
|commercial demonstrations in
rooms 429, 430, 431, 484, 486, 486,
437, and 488.
From 6:30 to 7:30 p.m., Group
A will discuss School iihsaiUts,
Developing Interest with Margaret Roser, assistant professor,
Library Science, in room 428.
Group B will take part In an
Audio Visual Workshop In room
433 while Groups C and D will
use free time to visit exhibits.
From 7:80 to 8:80 p.m., Groups
A and B will use free time to
visit exhibits whle Group C will
be lead In discussion t>y Ann
Algiers, Instructor of English
here, on Organizing a Speed
Reading Program in room 439.
Group D will be occupied by an
Audio-Visual Workshop- on New
Meda in room 433.
Reservation*! Acceptped
A participant may make a reservation for campus noosing by
completing the registration form
The coat of these rooms Is $8
total for the three nights. Any
participant sending a registration form after January 21 can
not be guaranteed dormitory
housing or opportunities to participate in the conference sessions. Hotels and Motels are avallable In and around Richmond.however, the Clinic is not
responsible for making reservations.
Registration fee exclusive of
costs for room and board Is S6.
Nine meals for the three days
(only doughnuts and coffee on
Saturday) cost a total of $8.
Participants may not purchase
individuals meals. Commuting
participants may wish to only
pay the $6 registration fee.
All participants are requested
to have cleared their dormitory
rooms by 10 a.m. Tuesday, February 1. Certificates will be awarded to the workshop participants at the last group sessions Monday evening.

"For People
Who Care"

t

Attention SENIOR * GRADUATE MEN StuetanWU. S. CMtans naadlng nominal financial help to complota their education this academic year — and then commence work ■— ••■
signers required. Send transcript and full details of your
plans and requirements to
STEVENS BROS. FOUNDATION, INC.
610412 Endicott kid*., St Paul 1, Minn. ' A non-profit Corp.
I1IIMBMAM. CLIP AND SAVi_,

Just off Campus on Second Street

VARSITY GRILL
Good Food. Variety of Menu
Reasonable Prices
-SPECIAL STUDENT MEAL TICKETS Everyday a Complete Variety Dinner It
featured at a Reduced Price

CITY TAXI
Veterans Cab—Kentucky Cab

24 Hour Service

623-1400
Your New York Life
Agent on the Campus
r

GEORGE RIDINGS, Jr.
GLASS OF 'M
New York Life Insurance Company
.111 Bennlnctoa Court
Life Insurance Group Insurance Annuities
Healtn Insurance Pension Plans

BE OUR GUEST FOR A
a
FREE HOUR OF BEAUTY"
"TRY BEFORE YOU BUY"

Merle Norman Cosmetic Studio
n.

623-4528

On The Way Up-Town

January Clearance
MISSES1 DRESSES
Pine Wools and Double Knits.
Casual and Dressy.
Values to $29.98.

Sale Price —12.00 to 18.00
JUNIOR AND JUNIOR PETITE
DRESSES
Casual and dressy styles.
Values to $25.00.

Jem. Clearance—10.00 to 1100
MISSES' AND JUNIOR SPORTSWEAR
Skirts, Sweaters, Pants, and Shirts
Values to $16.98.

Sole Price—$3.88 to 10.88
SHOP IN EVERY DEPARTMENT FOR THE
BEST BUYS OF THE NEW YEAR!

STATE BANK and
TRUST COMPANY"
"F&ire On Banking With W
2 CONVENIENT LOCATIONS
MAIN STREET & BIG HILL AVENUE

610 E. MAIN
PHONE 623-6965
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